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AspectE of the East African Case
For mature capitalism in i t s Infancy and for the underdeveloped
periphery tocfciy rural transformation determine* social transformation1.
Conversly rtiralStagnation will produce'social stagnation,. Where
production iff' predominantly, agricultural the structure of agrarian
society'- i t s internal organisation and it» external ..relations —.must
decisively determine social dynamics, in geoertJ..-. Sh* productive sal
potential of the countryside mist" be liberated and expanded to provide
a progressive-'base for urfcon -growth( the attempt to build-a 'oo^ern'
industrial'Bettor upon an underdeveloped .agrarian system tu**» :lt into
an instruraen^of extraotion and exploitation-*,: Xn the long t«rft i t
becomes an Meffloient instrument even for its- own interest* because the
failure to pr&obte'agricultural productivity:Vill inhibit the development
of the surplus>'uMoh i t must appropriate in order to euryiv#»v^-In tropical
Africa, as in aany other areas, the factors determining tlae dyaamics
of underdevelopnent are to be sought through the analysis of this
question; more, particularly in the analysis of the nature of the
relations,.o£ production existing within the^turai sector'and of the
processes^f exchange between that sector and national and Internationa
centres bf'eopnpmio control, '"'-• '-'"•'
tfhe seapejj.'. iTor the methodology Required to understand and influence
this process pf social transformation i s thosfore no- purely academic
enterprise'." jtyrvpii, the obstacles- to the liberation of rural potent ia l i t ies
-ire overcome both theoretically and in practice the sum total of human
misery will continue to inoreaae ^t an accelerating rsiie.' Hundreds
of thousands.,are now dying of hunger in tfce African hinterland from
Senegal to Ethiopia; they wil l soon be joined by many times that inmber
as the ever^preejant imbalance between world food' distribution and '
human needs, woxftflns in particular places ae the result of natural
calamity or." huaan failure* Hand ±n hand with this process the wealth
and waste 'o^ythope. classes w^ig^'feed on the surplus extracted from
agraria, will\increase;'we wiirftjjji treated-Xo the spectacle of gross
wealth. diBpla^ing- i t s e l f to a world of starving peasants.- '
with the corpse* which now l i t te ir this/north of the continet
i t i s difC^c.ult to take the Question of abstract theory seriously,' One might
almost • say .that t'he smell is**too strong| misery of such concretenesa
and scale, .produces either u S«ie© of^hopeleBBnwa; or/the impulse
to immediate ic t ion. Iiunedi-ite iotion i s essential and a l i t t l e wil l
be forthcoming, made available through appeals to the conscience 61
a developed world which becomes unconfortable only at the point when
the ever^-preffent -misery -it the p«r4p i^«ry Breaks througli.. i t s normal
bounds and presents them with sufficiently an^-arbre evidence 3f failure
But short term, solutions can only ameliorate,' not^solve problems, 6ne
might even.tiruta-ily argue that i t would_b'e; i^^ t.«^»-Jto allow people to
die quickly ifhan to starve them *iowly^by. pr^ pviWiiig charity in this
way. The dead and the dying, and ^11 of those in the rest of the
continent who survive by reducing, their 'liyi«-vtojiri^ttle above tfaoae
of the animals in their f ie lds , are the victims not of drought *ot
of social organisation. The failure of ther$ins mealy exposes the
true implications of a world order which has pioduced the technological
capacity t»-ertertnin^te mankind but not t t f e e d him. -
The African peasant i s an integral part of this world *rder;
hie resources and his eptions are determined by his location in that
system. More cr i t i ca l ly , his abil i ty to intervene within th.it erder;
to act -iutonomftusly to expand the potentiality of his l i f e depends
upon his ability to understand i t s nature — the nature of the whole
system of interaction which t ies him into the world community s# *
specifically and unequally. "Recognition i s power" wrote Qrameoi
fr*m r\ prison ce l l maintained tu disfwurage his particular style
of social enquiry. And for the peaBant this recognition must operate
The modern prince. Londog, Lawrence1* A. Cramaoi. "What i s man?"
4 Wishart, 1957, p.78* .
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at the level of the world system and must be directed gainst the
dominant forces in that system which keep him tied so totally into
^iis poverty. In order to incorporate the complex!ty/j©f Mki.a system
and provide 'a baBis for this opposition the theory must be bjLghly
abstract and based up^n 'negative reason1 in M&rcuse'a sensed .Qn;
through.a; comprehensive theory which t^ Jces as i t s starting pii_nt. the
need for a social order cased upon" the interests of the masses wi],l
it .be possible to eliminate the conditions, which now oonstantly
reproduce their concrete suffering* And comprehensiveness .requires
abstraction in »rde» to incorporate a l l of the concrete ]
which go tr» make up the problem of famine forthe
•
;
 or that of shortages for the Ugandan peasant. A©cotding.,i© Lenin
"""abstractions reflet nature more profouiiaty, more faijhfuiiy, more
'completely* ,Prom active observation to abstract.thowebt-and from
there to'practical activity --such ia the dialfcc-tical)'.p«ith.')f apprehend-
ing truth and objective reality." '••'"'
 x <- vi-r •
To achieve thfcae requirements i t is necessary1 tb be able to
specify the conditions which determine the present trajectory «f change ,
to identify the resources available to the peasantry with r^speot to the
improvement of their position and to indicate the agencies which exist
or could be created to pruvidn them with more effective control over
their situation. This is «ubstactive3y a gargantuan taBfcy 4'n: under-
taking for a generation »f scholars; i t is greatly, cjpftjpilcat'ed'' bythe
need t i confront an orthodoxy developed to serve different 'classes and
interests. Orthodox theory does nV
dispossessed but of the dispossessors,
product of human labour und labour um±r capitalism is '"ap^rbpriate ty
capitalists. Hence theory characteristically rationaTlseB'the
cl
zt emerge to serve The -needle of the/themselw
* Ideas are^ -the concrete A
d t l i  " o i t t
functioning of the existing system; i t f ee3j3 that r t 6 ^ 8ta6iliBaticn
of. the process pf mutual irientati»n within^ cornplemeti^ri^rTJles is a
fundamental •tendency1 of interaction." 3 We may hope'f»r'^the sake of
those now dying in-.-the relief centres of Ethiopia that thiflr tendency
to stabilise, existing processes of mutual orientatidh (or ,phfould we
say exploitation1?) is less complete than Parsons and^hifc-'Tike believe.
We can be certain, however, that the many man-hours of generously
financed research devoted to this stabilisation has hafr'a^eep'Impact
upon the consciousness of those who should concerned^ to e^Volve a opunter-
theory for change and liberation* jur task must therefore be to associate
ourselves with the growing theoretical tendency which'.has1 ^fu'lly"'accepted
this latter task and to make what contribution we can "to1 \ake i t
step furfaer. . . ' . . . . . . '
1. H. Marcuaet One dimensional man. London, Sphere Book*^ 19°*8 . .
2. V.I. Lenin, Collectbd horks, v, 38, p. 1?1, in J^Ko?fmin,
David Eaaton iind the paradox of politics. Sussex University, Ph>d, 1973.
3. T. Parsons, The Bocial ayetem., i
ri: '•:
• />
. - • 9 . + T f * *-.»,•
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The first necessity ic to locate the peasantry within the
existing structure of production by specifying the1 nature of the internal
organisation of th* class nnd of ita rel;itiontJ with the external w^rld*
Both orthodox and Marxist theoriets^ begin by postulating a pre-
capitalist society tr^ d.; up of largely self sufficient, undifft-rentiated
cotnniun^l'villageP- Sorr.o degree of autonomous development iB thought
to have occurred before the colonial per-.od, leading to the creaticn
of the great African I-mpires, but even this is held io be overshadowed
by the dominant impa-O't on traditional colonial aooiut.y of capitalism_.
coming first in l.;ic ,<ui
system We find th
r iae of slavery and BUbeequen+.ly of the colonial
view expressed in Kedfi eld's i.TLige of the primitive
cotrmunity,'1 Marx'3 /yvj-lysii o,f the primitive villo^re community.3 and
Nyerere's view of the class Ies3ness of traditional African society
which in his view hv! been maintained into thepreseit*4 •j.jie laok *f
differentiation it? taken to be associated with a high degree of
etfuality ind also with the absence of fevdalism and the corresprnding
stri^gglc 'V^ainst it wnich characterised the emergence of rural
capitalism in Europe uid Russia, For orthodox theory, and for Nyerere
i t assumed th.it the structural and cultural ^characteristics of
traditional society have persisted without fundamental alteration " ' ""'
into the present. Within bourgeois theory this persistence is
attributed to cultural resistance to the modemisine. tendencies
represented by western or, in Pye's phrase, "world oultiire;"5 fyr'.
Nyerero it represents a repository of communitarian values which can
serve as H basis for defence -.igainst materialist individualism and
as a foundation on which a socialist society can be built without
passing through the capitalist stage.
This image' of undifferentiated and traditionalistic society,
whether seen through the dark shaded spectacles of gost colonial
technocratic' theory, or the rosy ones of T^Jizania ^ociilisin, seems to .
me to r-restnt -an incorrect ind dangerously, misleading basiB for
theory - nd action. Although i t i s certainly true that the level of
C1;T.SS differentiation was low in precolonial society becauss of the
absence of an extensive market and the limited development of
technological capacity, this society was nevertheless almost nowhere
based upon simple communal equality. In seme areas, for example among
the western Nilotes, rank differences were "on a primarily ritual
basis, with cone economic implications, but of comparatively minor , - ,
importance in 3ecu],sr daily life«"6 but in others social s t ruc tu re /^ - - extremr
equality taking the form of slavery or of. caste or ethnic difforentiati^i,
3ven western assumptions about the static and undifferentiatcd nature " '
of Asian society exprossed in. the notion of "ariental despot ism,'^ have
now been almost x^tal^v demolished.8 Marx's own model of the simple
Indian village community which he took to be. characteristic of i ts
early period, of development has since been shown to be "quite
1, The distinction here i3 roughly that postulated by Richard Sklar in
•Political'Science and National Integration,* Jnl« Modern Afripan.Studa'es.'
v.5f no.l, (1967). # i " r r
2, R. Redfield, fPoasint aocioty. and culture,9 in She l i t t l e community:
Pe-^jant society and culture, Chicago & London, Phoenix Books, 1st
published, 195&V|
3« K» Marx, K^r^ _•/.'.rx: Pre—Capitalist economic formations, ed.. E.J.fiv>bBbawaf
London, Lawrenca & Wishart, iy64.
4»J* Nyerere,: Social iPRi .ind rural_
 i aeveloriient, Dar— oB-Gaiaain? 196jm *
5* L.W. Pyot. Ap^ fjci,'? of pol i t ical development, B»nto:i, L i t t l e , Efrowh' A "
Co., 1966, p.6. - • _ _ _ _ .
6; A.W. Southall7. 'Ko.nl< and s t ra t i f ica t ion p.f.iong the nlu'r and other ,
Nilotic peoples, * i.-'. Social s t ra t i f ica t ion ir. Africa, ed. by A. Tuden
k L. Plotnicov, New York, Free Press, 1970) p»46b"
7. See the other contributions inihe above work; on the abosaaoe of
communal ownership 'f land among the Jonara in West.Nile cf. A.G.G, .
Gingyera-Pinycwa," 'Ideology :ind ownership in West Ki le , ' Transition,35|
v 7, 1968.
8. I- Habib, !An examination of Wittfogei's theory of Oriental
exceptional..4
The assumption that African Society entered the modern period
an an undifferentiited mass i s therefore empirically untenable even
with respect to the i t s indigenous origins, .But the assumption
that this degree of • tr-idit ionalist ie1 commuralism- i s s t i l l an
important element in social organisation also ignores the effects
of four centuries of history during which th i s society w*e fully . .
integrated into the western economy, i n i t i a l l y through the slave : .. .
system and subsequently through oolonialisra.2 Thifl integration - -
has had a Revolutionary, impact upon t radi t ional social structure
everywhere since this' tias had to be moulded *o (theorwjuir-efflents of
that economy,. This process of transformation has, on/tshe one hand,
superimposed an expatriate capital ist class upon indigenous society, .
on the other i t has produced an internal restructuring of that
society, both regionally and within the oontexi of, the original ethnio
uni t s . European capitalism invariably had to make use .of elements
within the tradi t ional social structure to further i t s objectives,
although i t did not necessarily always use'those elements which .
had dominated that structure in the previous period*•, Thus whole
tr ibes were^'ueed as intermediaries in the slave trade, drast ically
altering the t e r r i t o r i a l balance of power;^ existing chiefs were. • .
used or new ones created from within t rad i t iona l ruling clan* ia '.'
order to maintain the administrative apparatus at the local level . :
This power in the administrative sphere was usually paralleled ly V
equivalent power in the economic, where t radi t ional inequal i t i t ies
in access to the productive resources cf the Indigenous economy ~
land,, ca t t le and labour in the form of wives and children -«• were ...
directly functional t* the consolidation of superiority when they could
be turned into differential access to a cash income onoejexport
crops had been established. And although i t i s undoubtedly true
that the nature of colonial polioy seriously inhibited the further
«T«lution of th i s internal differentiation £y discouraging Africans ..
from moving out of the primary into secondary and . te r t i a ry-ac t iv i t i es ,
most of the upward mobility which did occur wes heavily concentrated
upon the individuals, whose in i t i a l advantages had been-derived from
their favourable location in that t radi t ional system*. Coloniaiisa :
which introduced advanced social'• nd: mechanical technology and - -
access to A vir tual ly unlimited market greatly decelerated the speed
at which differentiation' occurred' and intensified the inequalities-
in access to resources. But* i t did not introduce inetjuality and . ..
individualism into a previously communal paradise, i t depended for
i t s success on the fact that i t couldtie significant elements in .
African society to i t s cause by offering them rewards as individual
members of a class,5 and, in so doing, introduced into that society
additional elements of differentiation and the basis for the further
evolution of the-oiass-struggle. .., ..
1; D.-Th»rnery Marx._ittl«dia arid the Asiatic.mode.of production,1.
p»57t ontributions to Indian sociology, IX, (Dec* 1966)**' • .
2. For a^  bri l l iant- axi?empx tc present a systematic frameVcrlc for
the examination of th i s process of-western induo;e&,.cD&nge j|f« ^»
Amin, 'Underdevelopment and .dependence in Black Africa', o i ^ i n s anil
conteniporary forms, 'JnlV Koketaa-Jtfricaa. S t u d i j B a , . ; ^ , ' ; ^ ! ^ }
3. S, Amin, The class Struggle in Africa, p . 3i/2«-' '••'•' •
4« cf• "Amin, "Underdevelopmenii.and dep.endence.;»'«.^";p»5^3.(i,
CclonialiBrt & Underd;evef6pmen't-i*i East.Africa^:-Cencluaiotf*
5« Dan Mudoola^B forthcoming study Busoga Chiefs demon strafes' veTy
clearly how this s t ra ta was ableto- Advance i t s intereBts,'at the exp'erfBe
of the local populatim by expToJcTifig i t s UBBfiilne?e-to^ tHe colonial' "
authori t ies . " •.}' • ' " ' ' *
t *
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Having therefore rejected "H*© amplifications of orthodoxy we must
look for an alternative formulation, and here we cannoVdn better
than to start with that of Samir Amin.' He identifies1 three major
types of economic system in Africa, each the outcome of the nature of
the particular relationship', established between the indigenous and
expatri ite systems }f production.! These are the -ireaa of the ooltnial
trade economy, the concussion-owning companies, and of the labour reserves*
For purposes of an East African oriented analypia these can be seen
in operation in the areas of peasant production (Southern and eastern
Uganda up to the fifties, northern and western areas subsequently; the
Lake and Kilimanjaro regions of Tanzania; Kikuyuland in Kenya after
the Swynnerton Plan); in the areas ofpl mtation cr settler development
in Kenya and Tanzania; and in the areas without good access to trans-
port facilities in all three countries. To the latter labour **B+rri
areas within the East African region itself must beadded at least
Rwanda and Burundi which have traditionally provided labour to the
areas of developed cash crop production in Tanzania and Uganda. This
formulation does slight violence to Amin'6 original since East African
conditions d« not exactly replicate those of the regions he examines!
but I would argue that i t does provide us with a useful starting p*int
for the analysis of the conditions here.
If we now try to assess the relative irnportanfce and the implications
of these three forms certain points immediately suggest themselves.
First, the role of planter or settler development has been in a atate .
of relative decline since the latter part of the fifties in both Kenya
Tanzania. This is a reflection of i t s underlying ixTefficiency as
an economic system by comparison with peasant production,^ and, more
especially, of the concessions which the colonial authorities were
forced to make to African nationalism with i t s rich peasant base during
these yearB. Thus we find the excision of parts of the" set-tier . :
domain in Kenya in the fifties and'sixties and i t s transfer to the rich
peasant class? the economic collapse of sisal production in the min—
sixties with" the decline in prices'associated with competition from .
synthetics en the world market and the 'transfer-of these estates
to the State after the Arusha declaration in 1967* IP Uganda •
expatriate* control was effectively eliminated in the Sugar and Tea
Industries in 1972/3* Although the sett ler presence iB by. no means
eliminated in Kenya I think it can b** argued that the expatriate factor -
is no longer of much significance in East African agriculture* But, .,A v
this does not mean that the significance of the form which that . ,^ -;
enterprise assumed has also been eliminated. • Although i t has beej£T.;
in a temporary state of decline with the reduction in the stzength of
the expatriate sector, there are strong signs that it- is roemerging
very effectively in at least Kenya and Uganda, but t»ow in the hands of the
indigenous capitalist CLMSS. The l'-irge-scale capitalistic African
farmer will undoubtedly play a significant rola in the future
 :
e"olutiun of key sections of those two economies1 so that i t is r
essential to understand the nature of his relation to tho factors-of- ••
production and to society in general. This question will be taken
up again in a subsequent section; i t can only be formulated effectively
after we have considered the ot .er two modes of production.
For Amin the 'Africa of the lal/our reserves1 was confined
to those areas where the African population had been forced into 'saall ,
poor region&'where they had no possibilities of modernising their
farming and hence had to assume the funotion' of providing a mignant
proletariat for"'the mines, farms and cities of the Europeana.3 gut
he also points to the fact thatjlthe evolution* of peasant export
agriculture required the destruction of the domestic trede by
the colonial trading houses and the diversion of internal exchangee
to thu coasts This tendency, combined with' the concentration of
1. Amin, p. 504; p. 51^-24
2. Brett, op. citM Part III.
3. Amin, p. 519
4. Ibid., p. 523-
•••./6
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infrastructure in "Was areaB of peasant development then "necessarily
gave rise1to a polarisation of dependent peripheral development
at the'regional level." In West Africa.this created the in-
equalities between wealthy coast and underdeveloped hinterland;
in East*Africa those between the areas of.early peasant
development (South-Eastern Uganda, Lake and Kilimanjaro Regions
of Tanzania) and those which gained access to these crops late
or not at all- In this context, therefore, we can identify two
types of groas underdevelopment within the rural economy - those
derived from the labour reserve policy stemming from the need
to provide labour to the Kenyan and Tanzanian estate sector; and
those derived from the regional inequalities created by the
eme^gendfe^of the peasant economy itself, . •
The sociological implications of the outcome of this
process of 'ajnbined and unequal development" on a regional scale
are of such profound importance for the development of African
Bociety that they must be systematically integrated into any *
model fthich makes a serious attempt to provide explanations
for that process. The conflict stemming from the effects o,f this
process has, in fact, produced the primary motivating force within
African politics itself'over the. past two decades. Regional
inequalitities necessarily coincide with pre-colonial ethnic
divisions. In certain cases regional competition in the modern
 ;
context for the resources required to participate in the market
economy (transport,., education social services etc,) can be been
as an extension of the compstition which had existed over other
resources (for example slaves, territorial rights) in the pre— •
colonial context.' Given this base in traditionr^l culture -and
historical experience the regional conflict emerges into the . *
modern period rs a struggle between.competing sub-n.tj.onal isms.
Where the basis exists for the full development of tiiis sub-national-
istic consciousness it +-akee the form of full-soale civil war
(Nigeria, Sudan), more usually it provides the focus for the on-
going struggle for preferential access to the state machinery.
What we are therefore confronting when we look at the manifestations
of 'tribalism' in contemporary politics is not Borne traditionalietic
survival to be ended by *he more adequate diffusion of universalistic
values, as orthodox theory would b^/e it, but a particular aspect
of tha class struggle which is in all its important aspects an
outcome of the impact of the capitalist system on African society.
The integration of this aspect of the problem into the
.model requires some extension of the traditional assumptions of
class analysis, to incorporate the nature of the relationship
between unuqual regions. This raises some exceedingly complex
issues which c*n only be hinted at here. The origins of class
distinctions ar; to besought in the relation of particular social
groups to the system of production, and in this case we can
see very clearly hew the life chances of the population o? a
given region are determined by their accese to the resources
required to make thoir agriculture profitable. The analysis of
class struggle — that is cf the dynamic process which relates
different social groups to each other within a single system
of production - requires that we understsnd how the- actions of
one group impinge upon those of another* Unless the activities
of the various* elements are clearly part of the, same system,
and unless they can be .shewn to be competing for the same
resources within thit system it i$> impossible to look at that
relationship in CI.^SB terms. As a complement to this, where
the life chances of a particular group are in fact determined*
by the operation of a. system in which thev are competing for ,..••
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must be looked it in this way if it is to be understood realistically.
To try, for example, to understand the underdevelopment of a labour
reserve urea, (for exun.pl c Luoland, Kigezi, Songea) without dealing
with i ts relationship to the other elemen+ in the whole economic
system which hao produced that undcrdevolopment, will totally
nullify the value of the -Jialysis.
s
Thfjf relation between the labour reserve areas .ind the estate
sector h.is been extensively treated both for i^ ust African and for
other areas .1 That between these areas and those of peasant develop-
ment is muoh less clear cut. Estate production required labour
from the reserves \nd could only recruit it if they were not allowed
to develop an independent baso in the money eoonomy which would
remove the need for migration. The relationship.was therefore directly
competitive and the negative effects on the.periphery wert; for
the most part clearly evident to those involved. The political
outcome of this situation which took the form of the attack on
the settler modu was a olear response .to this consciousness, an d
the relative decline in th it sector mentioned earlier, the direct
result of that attack.
th« relationship between the peasant sector and the labour .
reserve, is less cle -.r cut but it is nevertheless of crucial
in.port'ince to the nature of tho development of both.. Peasant
development is principally based upon family labour (a point to
be discuused below) and does not depend upon migration like the
estate sector* It is true that the rich peasant element does
make use of hired labour in amounts which I suspect are very large. .
But this labour is ussenti^ il only for the i'urther evolution of
the system not Cor .its maintenance. .Whereas hired labour provides
the peasant farmer with additional resources at key .points in
the crop year, it provides the estate farmer with his life blood.
Further, although the peasantry alBo regularly depends on the
migrant, system (for. example of Rwandese into Buganda and Busoga)
it dous not necejsarily have to do so. In T©sot for example,
an area of relative land surplus, the bulk of short term labour
appears to be recruited from local sources. It seems to me
incontrovertible that the present demographio trends, combined.
with changt-s in the structure of landownership, are going to force
more and more individuals inside the existing areas of peasant
development into the labour market thuB providing the rich peasantry
of the arcu concerned with internal source for recruitment. This
process will shift the- locus of class conflict from one between
labour supplying and labour utilizing regions/one 4f internal /to
conflict between landed *nd lindless elements. This process is •
now accelerating within the peasant regions and will be discussed
extensively below. Over the long term it must transform the • •
nature of the political struggle in East Africa, buc for the moment .
it is insufficiently developed to provide the primary focus for that;
struggle which is still dominated by the regional issue. Regional
struggle for resources other than labour, however, is as intense in
the areas of peasant as-of estate development. Roads, social
services and agricultural facilities -ire financed from the taxation
ex+racted from the society as a whole; their subsequent allocation
has to occur on a geographically specific basis. Colin Leys' study
of Acholi politics has clearly,shown how the actiens of the
 tlo«al
elite wore directly determined by the need to secure- maximum-ace ess
to those through ox'fective- intervention in national p'olitics.2
1. Literature cited in Brett, op.cit., Chapters 6 & 7j G.L. Beckfoxd,
pereiatent poverty, New York, O.U.P, 1972.
2, C.T". Leyn, Politicians ,nd Policies, Nairobi, L.A.P.H, -1967.
i/8
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Equally, the centralised adrr.inistratiyc j.nd *conorr,ic structure of
the post-coi.oni.il state h is also influenced the evolution of this
conflict- The indigenous bourgeoisie emerged initially on a regional
•basis; within each area this group w-s recruited from the rich
peasant families which h-id been able to afford secondary education;
this generation was then able to move into positions in the
bureaucracy, the co-operative movement md petty trade* It then
became thu le-idtrship of the nationalist movement and, through the
system of patron-client .\inkages with the rural miss, **as able
to gain uccfcss to political and economic power j.t the centre* •
The regional o-.-nflict hid necessarily to be fought out at the
centre bucauBt thjt w.^ s wh r^c power was concentrated. Here, i t assumed
two principal forms, Th-..r(. was first the conflict to secure
priveludg&d tcceas tto resources for tnc region represented. In
this respect the I>;*P., .Minister or senio,r Civil Servant was being
expected to come through on his promises to his constituents and
could bo successful only to the. extent to which he could limit the
success of other regional representatives in getting access to the-
same limited stock of resources. Secondly, the local bourgeoisie'
camu to the centre md were able to use their power there to build
up their own position both locally and nationally*1 They could
UBe patronage to promote their kin within the civil service; they
could use their access to political power to raise the resources
necessary to develop their buBinecs activities -it- the local level
(land, bank loans, trade licences) and they could be tied ii;to the
sphere of the expatriate bourgeoisie by being given lucrative jobs
or seats on the isoards. of the large corporations. Thi long term .
effects of this process art- both complex and -ambiguous. For as Ion g
as tiitir regional links were thu most important the underlying
conflict between tho advanced -jnd the backward region.? ensured
thit this issue would exist as a powerfully divisive element in
national politics. But the longer that the more successful
politicians operated in national politics, the more- powerful became
the interests linking them to the other elements which controlled
power at the. centre- The scramble for jobs, loans, contracts eto*
took up more and more of their efforts anu the concern with local
problems ind contact wi'th local constituencies declined. In Tanzania
and Kenya this divorce from the ..locality snowed itself very clearly -
in the- widespread failure of incumbent politicians in the elections
of 1965 and 1969 respectively; in Uganda my own interviews with
peasants in 1966/67 indicated a high degree of dissatisfaction with
representatives who apparently never came buck to their cons-
tituencies -tnd were often hold to have 'sold themselves to the
Indians*1 This divorce from local pressures made i t easier to
produce the semblamcje of unity „% the centre, but i t did not remove
the underlying inequalities, nor tne possibility that these, could
be expoited by other sections of the local el i te who had not
been successful in the initial competition for power., , I t should
also bt noti.d that the conflict was not simply the product of pressure
from tlic poorer ureas to 'catch up1 with the richer ones; i t also
stuwud from the desire of tiu- richer ones to retain their priveled—
ged position* Thus thu situation.of combined ind unequal develop-
ment on the regional level can be seen as a primary source of
instability within the national political elite- From the point
 :
of view cf rur-il development it has to be seen-as a primary, factor
to be taken into account in evaluating the long term implications of
capital accumulation at the local .level, whether this is the outcome
of governnuyrt programmes or of private inveeti#nt*
Discussion of the third major tvpe of rural development, that
of the regions of the 'colonial.,trade economy' .baged upon
1. On pvtron - client relations of.J.C. Scott, Compara^y.e
corruption.
- . . . . . ' . _ . • • • • ' . . • i
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family carm, his Ke-n left t i l i last since it constitutes the
primary mod*; of production and accumulation in tho region at the
present time. In this respect i t is clear tiv.it the bulk of
agricultural production in the region stems from thu "peasant
family household", and that the dominance: of this mode of production
in the total tconomy of the region enabloS'us to look on that
economy .ts belonging to the "peasant" type. In this respect the
economy as a wholo meets Thorner1 s requirement that i t be
predominantly rural, contiolled through a terr i tor ia l state,
dividi_d between towns and countryside and with production ;/•
predominantly controlled by the peasant family, defined as follows:
We define a pcas-ant family household as a socio—economic
unit whioh grows crops primarily by the physical e'ffbrtfe
of the members of the family. The principal activity of
tht.. peasant households is the cultivation of their own
lands The households may also engage in other
activities: for txamplc, in handicrafts, processing or
ev*m petty trade. Some members of the- family may wfcrfe '
perhaps be forced Vo w>rk, outsid» the household from; titrie
to ti'me. Thu household may include one or more slaves,
domestic servants or hired hands. But the total cont-
ribution of these non-family members to aotual crop•'_••'• *;'
production will be much less than that of thc*'*f;itnily ""',".,
members.1 . •"" •' 'J > •
Jkjually , the Hast African peasant conforms to Redfield'a character-
isation of peasants as people who treat agrioulture as a wgj of l i fe
rather than as a business,* who are integrated into the local
community both sociilly and through subsistence production, tut wno
are also integrated into the wider world through access "to the
market "that pulls out from the compact social relations of self—,
contained primitive communities some parts of men'.s doings and pu'fce
people into fields of economic jctivity that are increasingly, . . .
independent of the rest of what goes on in the local life«w** I' would
also agree, although with some reservations which should ftecoic?
claar later, with Chayanov1a assertion that the peasant economy
is qualitatively different frcm the capitalist because cf its ' inner
structure and the nature of. i t s relV ionship to the m-rket. As he
put i t : ' ^
On the family farm, the family equipped with means of ' ' "L_
production uses i t s labour power to cultivate the ao.il ahcL
"" receives, as the result'of 4 year's work, a certain Arfount _
of goods. A single glance at the inner structure of ^h,eV
labour unity is enough to realise th-ut i t is impossible,..',
without the category of wages, to impose on i t s structure ..
net profit, rent and interest on capital as real economic
categories in the capitalist meaning of the word.*.t»
Thus it is in.possible to apply the capitalist profit
calculition.4 " . . .
One must also add that this also rules out one aopect of the class,
struggle - that, between wage labour and capital — which KarxiBts "^
see as a nvinifefit-ition of thematurity of the development of capitalism
and which therefore does -n«t exie.t in a society in which the mass of
! • Daniel Thorner, "Peasant...economy as 3 category in economic fcietory,"
in T« Shanin^ Pe^santB and pea-Bant gocietieB. -Harmondsworthf'Tenguin
Books, 1971, p.203-5.
2* Redfieldi op^ cit«; _ vg" • • • • • • • -1. x •;•* ^
3. I b i d . , p .28
4 . A.V. Chayaaov, The Thjsocy of the peasant economy. c i t e d by B.Kerblay,
"Chayanov und' the theory of t h e peasantry as a spec i f i c type of economy,"
in Shanin, 'op» c i t . t p .152.
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producers have not yet been separated from the land. This there-
fore also rue-.ns that the political categories which can.be applied
to mature capitalist society must be modified to,.take into aooount
the differencec stealing from the nature of peasant society.
It cm be argu'ed^thiit the peasant form is the dominant form
in Jv'ist Africa not only 'utciuse thegreat bulk of th,e region*S crops
are produced in this way, but also because i t his.'proved itself
the most efficient means of production given, the* present Stage .of
social and economic developmet. Apart from certain drops requiring
large capital investments (sisal, tea, exotic cattle) peasant
production h--e fully justified tho faith shown.'in.it /hy.the more
enlightened of the early oolonial administrator*."in. terms of
expansion, stability in the'face of adverse priced and low.costs.
Equally important, its labour intensity and the prevailing
availability of land has ensured that this expansion of productive
capacity has occurred in a relatively equalitarian,way\ftnd* the groBB
inequalities characteristic of much of Asian, agriculture, avoided.
On the other hand, a large percentage of estate agriculture can
be shpwn to have required massive support from the Bt'eAe to
maintain itBelf in the form of subsidies from other sectors,
protected markets and priveledged access to agricultural services*
Ath the same time it muut be noted that this" efficiency o£ the
sector does not derive from access to advanced technology.' For the
great bulk of peasants the basic tool is the hand hoe, i slightly
improved version of the tool available in the region in the iron
age. In a few areis animal power has-been harnessed fdr ploughing,
in most the bicycle serves as a labour intensive means cf short*?'
distance transport. Machine power has been introduced to link the
firmer to the nur'jcei; througn the provision of prqce&&i*ig and,trans-
port facilities, but production itself has been left to the unaided
strength of the human frajuc* This fact, of course, is the primary
source- of underdevelopment in La.3t Africa; the task of equipping
the rural population with an appropriate technology to break o^t-
of the limits which their present situation iugpBoe.on them is clearly
the most importart task facing the society over".th'e"coming generation*
This then brings us to thecentxal issue of rural development
for contemporary fcast Africa. What are the conditions which must
be created if the capacity of thepeasantry is to be liberated?
What are the conditions*which will ensure continued stagnation or
even regression? Although the problem is to raise the technological
level of their system of production, these questions, are not simply
technical questions since access to technology .is itself a function
of social, economic and political organisation. Technology is the
dependent variable, any attempt to treat i t as a determining factor
necessarily distorto the n.vture of the process. ' On,co technology
1MS been-brought into existence i t will influence social and
political structure by changing the comp»sition^of. the.w.Qrk force,
the distribution of profits, the location of population etc. But
the,coice of technology is dependent on access to capital, that is
upon control over surplus determined either through contrcl over
the state or uver- private enterprise. Thus the !dticlpion>'to invest'
1. Simply defend against philistine- argument that Marxism does
not incorporate an -underst.anding_of--tliisoatcgory and- cannot be
used in this context I would refer to Capital vol. X, part Viii
and to Pre-capitalist formations, op. cit#. • ,.- . • .. • -. ••
2. I.L.O., Jynploymci.t, incomes and equality, 1972, p.166/7
K ony a d it a • t • . . . . . ! : l t •, •
..•i
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in large-scale farms rather than small, in mechanisation rather
than animal implements cannot 6imply be assessed in terns
•f their relative 'efficiency* but must be seen aB the outoome
of a particular organisation of power. At the same time, the
decision to invest in one sort of technology rather than anothor
does have long term implications for social and political
change in the sense that it will change the life chances of
particular groups (for example access to tractors rather than •
ox-ploughe will enable the large-scale farmer to develop at the
expense of the small-Bcale) and hence alter the relationship •
between claeses and their relationship to the state* Thus
while we cannot talk of technological determinism with respect
to the original decision to follow one strategy rather than the
other, we oan and must think of it in this way with respect to
the consequences of that choice* Given that the coice of*
technology is directly related to the scale of economic
organisation, and hence to economic and social structure, any
strategy for rural development must take this fact into account
by relating the investment in technology to the kind of
structure which it is wishing to promote* Extensive agriculture
requires different machines and organisational -skills from !
intensive; capital intensive activities require different
inputs from labour intensive ones. Until the social and
political implications of theBe choices are clearly grasped the
development process will be at -the mercy of the institutions
with the most highly developed capacity to promote their wareB
— in the EaBt African case the international companies principally
involved in the production of technology for the capital and
skill intensive Western agricultural industry.
A strategy for rural development must start with a model
of a developed agricultural system. Such a model must be both
related to the specific local conditions and must provide for
realistic possibilities for change and improvement. It must
therefore be rooted in an understanding of the present, but
must provide a basis for choices about the future (the essential
quality of all investment decisions) by clearly specifying the
kind of future which these decisions are intended to create.*
It must be both technically feasable in relation to the region*e
current resource base and level of access to external sourtiee
of innovation, and politically feasable in the sense that it
must be capable of generating the support and efforts of a
significant sector of the society which recognise the validity
of the strategy in relation to the further development of theJr
interests. This also implies the possibility that such a group
will actually be able to penetrate thestate apparatus and ensure
that resources -are allocated to their rintjgrnmmr If they cannot
do this no strategy will have -any practical lelevance no matter,
how 'rational1 it may appear in purely technical terns. 'MUoh
current development literature assumes that It is addressing
itself to a state apparatus which takes economic decisions through
the rational application of social scientific the«ry. . It sees
political 'interference1 with planning decisions as essentially
'irrational* and continues to believe that this is to be combat ted
by the ever more sophisticated evolution of scientific evidence
in support of its case. It does not wish, for quite understandable
1. Theoretical problems involved in the formulation of this
problem are clearly expressed in recent research papers by
David Burch, University of Sussex, Overseas aid and the transfer
of technology, of. also I.L.O'. Reprcrt, »p. cit.. Ch.9
2. This problem is dealt with at length, Brett, op. ttit»'. p. 3ff«
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reasons given the dependent nature of the relationship between the
technocracy and the state and corporal;© structure, to deal with
the "political pre—requisites" for the implementation of a particular
pj"i£ramri.ef that is with the action needed to ensure that i t will t
receive favourable consideration from the authorities. In some
cases thiti might uimply require no more than presenting the results
of scientific inveetigatim to the appropriate officials; in many
•thers i t will require the destruction of the power ftf entrenched
and reactionary social groups through the development of a political
movement cf the dispossessed. Thus the conditions required to
create the degree of political consciousness and organisation required
to ensure self—activation cf the class involved in a particular
developmental strategy — for example the African peasantry — must
be accepted as an integral part of any investigation concerned to
produce the theoretical basis for that strategy.^
Given the present conditions of rural society in Last Africa,
one can postulate three alternative models for long tern develop-
ment - the estate, peasant and collective strategies respectively*
Each of thuuc has buen yiven some degree of support and exists as
a going concern in different places and at different levels of
development. What has been said already makes i t unnecessary to
spend too much time on difinitions, the most important problem will
be to consider some of the .implications of tho ohoicj of one
alternative rather than another. Tho model of estate agriculture
is derived frorr. the history of western development where a rapid
growth in mechanical and chemical technology made possible a
progressive expansion in the size of agricultural units and a
reduction in *,ho size of the work force. Ths corresponding expansion
of the induBt rial/urban seotor then absorbed both the displaced-,
labour and provided a market for the growth in output rfhich the
rationalisation of production secured. Peasant development, on
the other hand, is based upon the small family farm and more
especially on oreating the conditions which will enable i t to
produce a larger md larger percentage of i t s output for the itarket
rather than for subsis*ence, and to ihtensiiy i t s degree of
exploitation of the soil through tho application of appropriate
technique - improved varieties, incr .ased fertilizers, more
efficient farm management and the progressive introduction of
animal and small—scale mechanical implements. The assumption ie
that the system will re-miin relatively labour-intensive, thus retain-
ing a significant percentage of the population in the rural sector.
Historically the nsont successful manifestation of thiB strategy is
to be- found in Japan .whose experience has been extensively examined
in «;his regard.* Fin-illy, agriculture can be cbllectivised to
provide a basis for economies of scale yet at the same time . .
avoiding the- process of class formation and the- exploitation of
labour associated wit? the full development of capitalistic. , .
exploitation of the land- This form exists in a developed form
in the socialist bloc, more especially, from the African point
cf view, in the relatively underdeveloped sections of the bloc,
in China, North Korea and North Vietnam. For the East African
context, of course, i ts relevance is determined by the developed
formulation of a strategy of collective production in Tanzania since
1, Despite the welcome shift, in the I.L.Q. Iteport away i'rom the large-
scale and formal sector to the. small-scale sector, there appears to
be no attempt to look at these accompanying political pre-requisites
for the- implementation of their recommendations.
2. An intereFt'ing account is to be i'.ound in T. Ogura, Agricultural
in rural Japan.
3. Documentation in J. Nyerere, Freedon & socialism, Dar es Salaam,
O . U . P . , 1969.•
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The historical experience of these developed systems has
demonutrated thut these organisational forms al l provide at least
the potentiality for advanced agriculture since each one of them
hae product maseive- increases in output Kaich has provided both
the surplus for investment in the urban sector and an improved
standard of living for those who remintd on the land. On the
other hind we should also note ti»-t each of tne&e forms can .Jid
does exist in a corrupted .And underdeveloped way. Plantation
•Agriculture of an exceedingly inefficient kind exists in many
areas of Latin America where i t s keeps the mass of the population
locked into conditions of servitude, undur-explftitB the vast areas
of land at i t s disposal nnd secures monopoly profits for the
hereditary elite. Equally, in vast areas of Africa we see peasant
agriculture operating with che technology of the iron age and
generating alnost no surplus either for industrialisation or
improved standards of living. Finally, the experience of
collectivisation in the Soviet Union, while i t certainly enabled
a much lirger relative surplus to be extracted from the rural
population did so at the cost of massive reductions in rural
standards of living end of stagnation in productivity which • t i l l
serves to inhibit the overall growth of the economy. So when we
examine th&implication of these models for the future of East
Africa we must take into account not only those conditions which
will Berve to produce positive results, but also those which will
lead to the replication of one or other of the degenerate or
regressive forms which can only serve to lock rural populations
into poverty and dependence*
To begin with estate development* The evolution of this mode
in East Africa is inextricably linked with colonial penetration
and tho expatriate presence on the land. This factor has already
receeded in importance as I have already s<*id, but i t is rapidly
being replaced by an indigenous variant which has either taken
over some of the ljirge holdings vacated Vy the settlers,
usually with financial assistance from tho stcte, or i t is expanding
existing holdings of landor taking over new holdings in under-
populated areas. This process is primarily based upon private
enterprise, but also takes the form of state farms managed by
public corporations like the Uganda Development Company or by
the Department of Agriculture. Tiiis has occurred either where a
decision has been taken to appropriate existing expatriate
owned estates and to keep them intact as large units - for
example with regard to sisal in Tanzania and sugar and tea in
Uganda- or to develop new plantations from scratch. The current
rapid expansion of large-scale private development of the 1-ind
appears to be confined to Kenya and Ug-mda since policy in Tanzania
is based on the assumption that extension of scale should only
be achieved through the evolution of collective forms of organi-
sation; on the other hind the continued existence of a state
controlled estate sector there implies the necessity for a continued
examination of tho relationship between this form of develop-
ment and of rural change in general.
We have already Bhown how this form of rural organisation
grew in response to ono particular aspect of colonial penetration
in Last Africa, and how it represented tho weakest and most
reactionary element in tthe colonial strategy. Wo have therefore
to ask now whether Africinising this stragery, either through
st'ite or private ownership, will add a progressive dimension to
an institution with so poor a historical record* When one
examines the social forces which are now creating this transition
from expatriate to locally dominate estate agriculture, i t is
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difficult to see how i t s performance could be improved in any way.
In certain cases, notably in wheat production, i t can bo argued
that economies of acalc- art; of such importance that the
advantages of large-scale- production greatly outweigh those of small
scale. But in most crops now dominated by large—scale production,
and notably in th(. cane of sugar and tea, there arc no techno-
logical advantages to scale of production although there are.
significant advantaged to acalt of processing. In the past the
need for a larg-o investment in tho factory L«s been used to
justify an investment in estate sufficiently large to provide the
requisite r^ w materials, since tho suppoBGd 'unreliability1 of
the small peasant producer was supposed to preclude reliance on
his efforts to perform this
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function. But the now long-standing experience with small out-
growers in tea, sugar and, less successfully, sisal, shows
conclusively that these. argum«ints lv.we no Vsilidity provided that
the relatively cimplc problems of linking the otgrower with the
factory on mutually advantageous terms c-in be arranged. And
even with wheat, where the advantages occruing.from ec-ulc ire -\t
their greatest, the I.L.O Tteport ar^utcl th.it it "is Buccessfully
•and profitably grown intensively on unull holdings in many p.irts
of Europe ind Atsit," and therefore rLCon.ni«nded "an intensive
iio of research into methods of growing wheat on small farms."
these facts we have to ask ourselves.why the strategy
is being promoted at all and the answer to this question requires
a discussion of the dynamics of both internal class formation in
the rtlavant countries, tind of i te relation to external capital,
listate .agriculture depends on capital—intensive technology
imported from abroad. This is even true in thy case of exotic
dairy and meat production, where the improvement in the qvnlity
of the individual animals, which are themselves imported, contained with
improvements in range ftAn^gemont (based on imports of feikPin^, water
tanks, dips etc.) and disease control (baetd on imported drugs)
greatly reduces the labour reouired to produce a given level of
output. This technology h;\s been made available on a large
scale b.y tho Western countries, notably Britain, America and West
Ccrminy, -*nd constitutes a net drain on the foreign exchange
earnings of the recipient countries thU3 intensifying the problem
of financing 'he imports of thr: equipment required for a more
productive -And equitable strategy. At the same time, the problems
of lrtrgo r.cale organisation and the technical problems associated
with tiie uiic- of thifc technology in local conditions («rector
maintenance, disease control etcf) ensures that the productivity
of the new investment is sifenificantly lower than i t would l*e
in the urea of origin. In most cases i t can he shown that the
investment requires a significant degree of sujsidy (usually
rationalised in terms of tho'demonstration effects1 on the much
more efficient umall producers in tho area) and therefore involves
a net transfer of rf.:'.curces from tho efficient small—scale sector
to the inefficient Large scale one, and, gi^en tht external source
of the investment, fr.-m the East African puasant to metropolitan
industry as well. Because of the sophisticated nature of the
technology, it cannot bt» produced locally so that the develop-
ment does not create th-^  possibility for local industrialisation,
and tnis in turn me"»nE that Ihc jobs arc not created in the
urban sector to absorb the labour displaced by the process. Sii.ce
tho positive development of tht 3tratejy in the best depended upon
tht possibility of labour absorption by the industrial sector
i t is there-fore impossible for i t to develop in thG same way in
countries iii which the rural sector will have to absorb a rapid
expansion in population. What is more likely to happen is an
intensification of tht division between the 'labour supplying
regions1 and the estate sector, with a growing population being
maintained -it ever worsening standards of subsistence in the former
and bein;-; forced out to work at ever decreasing levels of real
income in the lat ter . The.increasing competition for jobs
resulting from population pressure will therefore enable the owners
to intensify the exploitation of labour GO that profitability will
rise, although probably without an equivalentincrease in output
and hence of surplus generation for industry,*
Although the external role in the creation of the tech-
nological basis for this process of exploitation is of the greatest
importance in tho e-volution of the system, i t cannot bt considered
*• OP* c i t . . p. 168*
2. Further documentation of this argument will be found in G.L.
Beckford, Persistent poverty. New York, O.U.P. 1972, esp. Ch. 7»
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in isolation from the local class forces which have now moved
into the forefront in i ts promotion. Given the inefficiency
of the form in purely productive terms, we have to understand
how it is possible i'or i t to evolve in competition with the
more efficient small-scale sector. During the colonial period
itc development required either the existence of substantial
external sources of capital (for example in sisal, tea),
or direct intervention ot' the state to transfer resources
fron, the peauant to the estate sector to provide the initi il
c-ipital for tatt lers, and to create a sufficient degree of rural
improverisluiiunt in the African population to force them out to
work on these farms-1 Given that the new African bourgeoisie
does not havt .lirtict access to significant accumulations of
private cupil.il their movement into l.nrgc 3cale agriculture must
also depend upon the use of the state as an instrument of primary
accumulation. Here wo find that access to the state apparatus
(including, one must odd, the cooperative structure as well)
has also played a crucial role. In Kenya i t his been the senior
civil servants and politicians who have had access to Land Bank
loans for obtaining vacated farms ir the large-farm sector;
in Uganda it ie the same group wuich has been most successful
in applications for vacant l-.ind to the Land Board, and in
buying up existing land fxAn small—farmers forced to sell to
meet growing financial comituiente. The group has also been
most successful in getting access to the range of subsidised
services privided by the >i.lfcvoot Departments normally the capital—
•intensive technology provided by the vai-inue faidT programmes,
t notable in this regard are mechanical cultivation and the
very large lrivectment in exotic cattle. Thus the development
j_of tl.is section con be seen as the direct outcome of tho political-
power of the now bureaucratic/political class at the centre
which takes the form of i t s ability to use the resources extracted
from the society in general to finance i ts access to land and
capital intensive technology.
We can turn now to the problem of communal or collective
development, and more espt-Cxally to tht issues raised by
contemporary policies in T*nz.nia. Discussion of this question
is inhibited by an absents of hard information about the actual
progress of the- policy in the field, Impre&sive statist ics
exiot showing significant growth in the most underdeveloped
areas of the country, ami negligible growth in the most developed.
But the actual degree of succe3r; cf the on—going collectives,
the extent of comnjunal UB opposed to private production, the
effectiveness of tlie organisation, the levels of productivity
do not appear to have been subjecttd to close observation and
analysis. Individuals who have been in the fiell also report
th:-.t in some areas villages are 6et up as fror.ts to ensure receipts
cf government assist ince .although the basis of production remains
firmly private. Thus l i t t l e can yet be said on the basis of the
•ictu.il experience of the past six years about prospects, but i t
is at le^st possible to formulate some of t*ie theoretical and
piMCtic.*il issuer involved.
The evolution of ^ collective agricultural strategy
has, in other countries, invariably been associated with a successful
socialist revolution, Revolutionary struggle was a precondition
for i ts establishment because it involved the "dispossession of
the 1-U'ge landowning claus, whether this wac * feudal remnant
(Russia or China) or a plantation sector bu.sed on metropolitan
capital in& technology (Cuba), In Tanzania, on the other hind,
it is argued that the evolution of rural class has not reached the
1. Documented in Brett, op. c i t , , Ch.6,
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point where this will be necessary because of the •claesnessness*
of the society. The preponderance of the family farm, combined
with relative lund 3urplus nuke it po&uible to bring individuals
into collectives, thereby securing useful economics of scale,
without the necessity of dispossessing -j.n intrenced political and
economic cl&its. V:ie motivation for this strategy cannot b<; questioned,
if it iu feai.-ible the -ere .it ion of highly productive ind cenuinely
socialistic.structures would be an achievement of overwhelming
importance. But it is essential that our comu.itment to i t s
success does not blind us to *n awareness of the difficulties1
involved, difficulties which stem directly from the social and
political Btructure in «:i.ich it is being introduced and which in
my view have been greatly underestimated by i ts proponents.
For success collective ugriculture must be productively
superior to the -ilternutivee, rooted in the interests of the
dominant class in the rural sector, and correspond organisationally
to the level of consciousness of the leading elements in that class*
If the system does not produce increases in productivity i t will
not sustain the support of i ts members and i t will not generate a
surplus for reinvestment in industry unless this can be done in
the manner of the Soviet Union where an increased surplus was
extracted from a reduced rural productivity through terror- Even
if one were willing to accept the moral implications of this method,
i* iy clear that the tost African ot.j.te does.-not have the coercive
capacity to use it successfully. Therefore the cise for
collectivisation depends upon the economy of scale arguments, and
these, in turn, suffer from the same weaknesses as they do in the
case of est-ite production. The only advantages of the method
in this rtspecx is the possibility that the motivation of labour
will be fnr higher, givuii the absence of exploitation which militated
against thin in the capitalist sector. But on the other hand, the
organisation of the large scale unit itself involves investments
of skills and these are only to be justified where i t can be shown
that the marginal returns to scale are sienificant . And since
the evidence at present suggests that balance of adv:uitage lies with
the small scale producer it ie difficult to make this case. Again,
the illusion of economy of scale i- created by the example of
developed agriculture in the west and possibly the Soviet Union
but thi3 depends, as we have alre^idy shown, upon the application
of advanced technology in a situation where the bulk of tho
population have left the land* The attempt, to apply this technology
in the different social conditions of i&ist Africa is bound to fai l .
The argument that the provision of other services (health, education
water etc,) can be rationalised by bringing people into villages
does not depend upon the creation of socialised production and could
occur without the additional attempt in that direction. I t should-
also be noted, however, th.it close settlement itself will involve
heavy administrative costs and1 can also worsen people's conditions
by creating health and other social problems. This is particularly
true with formerly nomadic peoples like the Wagogo whose previous
social system was evolved over many generations tc meet the
conditions of <i very hostile environment. A radical change in
this pattern is likely either to involve massive expenditure
on services -.md research or to create serious ecological ind social
problems in the short !
But those problems of relating JL new technology to a now
and larger scale form of social organisation could perhaps be
solved given -.i sufficiently strong effort to evolve theappropriate
equipment .ind organisational structures. What is more critical
in this field .ire the political questions associated with the
1. Th(. d \nc<.-r-ts implicit in the close settlement approach are clear
in Peti:r iUgby, Faatoriliam and prejudice, Nk-inga Lditions.
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evolution 0!' tncj strategy, the identification of the classes which
c-in bu txptcted to bring i"*- into existence and of the conditions
requirvd to run it on a progressively expanding scale, rthich class
elements in rural ^ociotv, then, stand to benefit frun. colloctivisation?
we c .n sec -f^i-j clc-irly how the landless labourers, poor peasants
•iTul tht weaker elements .unon^  thG middle peasantry stood to gain
from the real location of l:.nd in China and from the subsequent
process of expanding the .--Cale of sociaj. organisation which occurred
is •». pirt of the revolutionary process. We can also aee hew i t
xir. nccc:;c;ii7 for the landlord and rich peasant class to oppose this
process ";nd therefore v.hy i t could only occur after a revolutionary
struggle in which the former elements, ors-uiised by the Communist
Party, displaced, the lat ter org-onised within the Kuomintang, from
power. Thy fict that olasa differentiation is not as marked in
rural Tanzania as it is in China does not mean that i t dies not exist or
politically insignificant as Shivji implies in his generally
penetrating analysis.2 Differences in acceee to land, animals and
capital assets are very large and by al l accounts have been
intensified in the are&s which have boon integrated into the cash
econorrty. Il iffe documents the err.er^ once of these sharp differentials
in virtually -ill of the roair. cash-crop producing regions of Tanzania
where the wealthy minority were doing VUTJ well from cash crops,
although nfton "only at the- expense of the lindleasness of growing
SifcCtj.on:; of tho population or a deterioration of other aspcotB of
tne •i^rioultUi.-fil systoni«:13 Furthers
A 3tudy of a srr.ill ITU^X of Bulambi-u in Rungwe District in
the late 1960s showed that 1C$ of the households owned 45/& cf the
.,.o;;l d'-sirable riverine land, n^d 34^ of the households owned none,
while tht wealthiest 20% of peaeint families held 61% of
the government .inrl pirty offices in the ^
These fin^in^s correl.vto cloeeli' with Lamh'o work -mong Kenyan coffee
growers where 14$ o£ the members of a Cooperative Society received
$4$ of the payout, and 75% of the farmers in the area did not
even »row tnovgh coffee to nrdco membership worth thsir while. He
too, SLCO this group "dominating social -^ nd political institutions
in many ^rois,"? and my own field work, as yet inadequately
quantified, gives precisely tr.e same- imprecision for Ug?nd.i, The
fact thvt theeu 'rich1 peasants may be poor in.terms of urban
st.-r:danU; of income should not blind uu to" the power which their
relative A'uaith provides them with in relation to the poor and near
\ar?llu8E) peasantry in their own areas. Now tho evolution of communal
agriculture ir*volvo3 the equalisation of access to resources and,
rrorc especially, the eocialitiation of land, where large inequalities
1, For rur-sl social structure cf. Mac Tse-tung, "Analysis of classes
in Chinese sociuty," Stdcctctd. Works, vol. I; for the rural struggle,
W, Hinton, Fanshon* .
2. l.G. Shivji, Tanzania: the silent clasr.. struggle. Zenit reprint,
Lund, p.6.
1. J . I l i ffe, Agricultural change in modern Tanganyika^ Nairobi,
fi'iPH, 1^71, P.39.
A. Ibicf., p«41*
r), C.B. t.-imb, "rc'iJi'ints, capitalists and agricultural
devo'loiiiiuiiit in KuV'i" ^«A. Univcruitios Sue. Science Council,
8th Conf'.rcnc-j, V)V-, p'ipor 39. p.10.
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oxi&'i; in thy existing pit tern of ownership rfe can underst-jind
how the* pc<.r peacmtry could be ejected to support sucha a policy,
but i t ie inconceivable that the rich ptisants should. They might
bfc t..-ld th.t int. lon^ -term benefits stufn.iin^ frwri economics of scale
will eventually m iko tliou. better off, but these are, us we hive Bwen,
techno'Logically yrc-blemcttioul, ind in iny event a poor eubctitute for
tho vi.-ry concrete- profitG to be n.ide out of the successful exploitation
ox their private ICI-«LP. Thi. Ishmani acs-iysination is a clear indication
of trn.; decree 01 rcuiGl'inct: which any attempt to impinge on these
privUo rights is likely to provoke.* There appears to be no'serious
.i.vi'lyr-is of the cl-ias composition of TANU in the rural sector, perhaps
the outcome of the urban location of tho intellectual CI.ASS in Tanzania,
n;..rh:vp3 because tj-.iE.-if5 felt to be too 'sensitive' an issue to be
tuktn up nz present. But I l i f fe 'a work, together with Caul's study of
rur.il cooperatives,-^ clt^irly suggest what one would expect from tho
situation operating in many ether areaB of tiiu world, that i t is this
rich pij is-int cl.tua which h'is most to looso from corwi.unalieation of
land, which is in fact the nucleus of the TANU leadership at tha local
level ind therefore the n.'iin instrument which the government will have
to rely on to bring the policy into existence. The dominant class in
the villages in the more developed parts of the country is therefore
completely out of sympathy with the policy *nd this , given the govern-
mGiit1;: commitment to voluntary implementation, explains i t s
complete f.iilure in those -Areas,
On the '.ahtr h^nu, i t CJI be argued tluit the stratOiVy is more
mt in the IVrnser undcrdeyelopod regions; in the old labour
supplying -rc.8 n^u. those in fchich absL-nce- of infrastructure ;irecluded
Bigiiit'ic*nt integration into themonetary sector. It w.iS in this type
•n" area thdt tho Ruvuma settlement schemti developed in the sixties,
.ind v-hich app-M-ently served ib a model fur official thinking in the
'.volution of the Ujamao. str^tosy; i t is also in these aroas that
*i:.j moat r-ipid growth is new taking place. In such 'ireas we inay
-•r>sume th*t the differentials between rich and poor peasant may not
V.c ?o great (though tliis too should be subjected to close examination),
and, n.cre important, ih.it the benefits to the richer elements to be
obtained from taaing incorporated in the progr.imme may outweigh
the lo!:!i;ts stemming from the communaliaation of production, tfh.*t
tniii vcounts to is that the Kt^te auould make -available the
infrastructure hitherto denied these areas in exchange for a local
conur.itmerit to coiinaunal rather than private enterprise development.
There ia u greu'L deal to be eaid for thirc given that our ultimato
objective must bo the establishment of socialism, but we have
again to be careful to subject even these successes to close
examination in order to avoid oasy optimism ..ind to take account of
possible problems. Firstly, th« future of the programme depends on
the degree to which the new programme does in fact Berve to espand
the productivity of the areas in lUtatioh, andthis, in turn, depeads
on thft ability to evolve cri;;anis«tional structures which are capable
of providing th«! framework for this expansion. This point will be
t*kon up in mor«3 detail in a moment, becondly, i t has been argued
th:vt t!\ro is a strong tendency to individualisation in areas
whero agriculture btcomcc commercialised even where the original
rc-BOuruen for tr.e conu.'.ercialisation were provided to cooperative
1. I.C« Shivji, "Tanzania: the class struggle continues," (mimeo) p#100.
2. Thic gap is s t i l l clear in both Shivji's intestine fipor just oitod,
and. in W.Rodney, "Tenzanian Ujamaa and scientific socialism", The African
Review.
3. J . Saul, "Marketins cooperatives in A developing country: The
Tineanian cice," in P. Worsley, ed. Two blades of grass, London,
Machcotcr University IJre£j:j, 1970,
groups. Fe-ldinan's work also suggests that tho authoritarian nature
of the "traditional system of rights ^nd obligations'* can serve
to "hamper the tichievcmat of commercial profit and -it the same time
work w. iitn-.t tho maintenance or creation of ujamaa relationships."*
In this his analysis coincides with th.it of Amin who aleo pluccs
no empasis on the use of primitive communism as the bisis fnr
modern oomniun-il duvolopment arguing:
So long as tho traditional family structures have not been
broken, modern uocialist structures (cooperatives, etc.) can
only remain empty of content and serve to reinforce the
traditional powers: they are ineffective and can only
lead to more profound cla&s differences, even when
these remain masked.3
Thus thore is.i dunjtr that these elements in the lees developed
*
r ws may use a coniir.itir.>\nt to ujaraaa as a mean of getting access to
central resources, but will then revert increasingly to the individua-
l is t ic exploitation of their land once the basic infrastructure has
been established. And given the present purmis&ive attitude by
the authorities - ith respect to the degree of communal cultivation
necessary te qualify for classifiu ition under thv fccneme, it is
difficult to see how this could be avoided. Thirdly, the present
strategy of stimulating ujamaa by providing the supporting services
involves some diversion of resources away from the traditional
agricultural exporting -ureas. This is , of course, to be welcomed
in ti.rms of the need to rectify the regional inequalities already
discussed, but this is not necessarily an argument which will
appeal to those in the more- developed areas which are no longer as
highly favoured MS they were in the past. Tho possibility of
implementing this strategy depends upon the independence of the
central bureautic class (to use Shivji's formulation) from grass roots
pressures from these areas. This independence can bi seen in part
as thfc outcome- of the conditions which he examines in the two
papers already cited; i t can also perhaps be attributed to the relative
prosperity which economic conditions have created in those areas both
in the past .md more recently with the growth in production of
cotton :md a raa/e- of other cropB, and the Etabilizud prices for
coffee* 3ut if tho imbalance in investment goes on too long, or if
tluTts nould be a crinis in th«so areas, it is not certain that the
rich pe-is-int clt^s c.juld not moblisa support ^t the centre from their
rttl'itivtrr in the bureaucracy, Parliament and Army to change the
situation. At some point, i t ae-ems to me, the long cerm develop-
ment of tho socialist strategy will have to confront the intrenched
power of this group although the weak linkages between centre ana
periphery may pospont this for some to come.
The final set of questions associated with communal production
relate to thargariie-.itional structure of the new units. Socialist
theory requires that they be internally democratic, and this is
very much the- view of the Tunzanian leadership This means that the
level of consciousness of tho people must correspond to the
organisational re-quiremento; if i t does not they will not be able
to carry cut the complex tasks involved in lirge-scale production with
modern methods. In other socialist c^ees this consciousness wap
1. f). Peldm-in, "The economics of ideology: some problems of
.'Achieving rural socialism in Tanzania," in C.T. Leys, Politics and
ch-in,'co in developing countries, Cambridge, University Press, 19-69.
2. Ibid., p. 107.
3. S. Amin, The class struggle in Africa, p. 42,
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formed out of i long experience? of contact with' the capitalist
sector irising out of their relationship wit?, the landlords,
merchants, money—lendere and the state and party apparatus.
More especially, it was developed during the revolutionary
struggle both within the revolutionary army and in the distribution
of i'lnd and subsequent collectivisation in the liberated areas,*
But in Tanzania it is precisely those are-as which h^ve had least
contact with the cauh sector, which havt bet.n politically least
developed and where experience' in running modern organisations
is at its lowest which have become the- growth pointB for the
 ;
strategy which requires the highest degree of consciousness in
order to succeed. In these circumstances one can only se*e the
no* principle' being introduced from the outsido by the bureaucratic
cliss and the- new structures depending on continued subventions
of capital and skill in order to maintain its viability. The &ap
between visiting bureaucrat and farmer will be very large and
the pro£r;imme couldbccome simply an extension of the old system
in which colonial populations wore taught to rely on assistance
frum tht state- rather than upon thdr own efforts. If tlds ie
titt! c.ise: ujam-ia could serve to increase rather than to decrease
dependence.
This is i very persinistic prognosis, and it is put forward
in the hope that it will be disproved by events since success in
this ure-.u could provide a massively significant model for peaceful
evolution towards socialism for many regions of Africa. The
alternative to this will undoubtedly involve a great deal of
exploitation, ineijuality and conflict even in the unlikely
eventuality of its being carried out in the most favourable
circumstances possible. But the difficulties implicit in the
socialist strategy as this is being applied even in Vie very
favourable circumstoncen of Tanzania suggost that the capitalist
alternatives have also ,/ot to be considerea very seriously, especially
given thepreaent levols of political and economic development in
tnc rural sector. Lven oo committed a uocialist as Ami* reccrnmends
the "reinforcement of small merchant production at the expense of
collective, forms," and feels that;—
....the task of a progrebsive government would not be to
maintain the relationships of precapitalist production
(content to give them "socialist" form) which would be even
more- re-ictionary than openly favouring the development of
salaried exploitation because it could only lead to
stagnation -and failure. Its task is to , avourisu develop-
ment in the framework of small merchant production and
prop-irs- th.: way for a future socialism, ucing careful
that tht breakdown of traditional structures does not
bring about serious class differences.
Thiof then, brings ua to the third of our developmental
models formulated earlier. "Small merchant production" we take
to correspond to the. full development of what Chayftnov calls the
"'peasant family farm" and more especially to the most evolved
examples of thin type of agricultural organisation now visible
in East Africa. The advantages of thio form of organisation have
been manifest both during the pre—colonial period when it served
ts the principle nuans of securing a living in a massively
hostile environment, anri to tho more progressive of the British
administrators who were expected to produce a aissive growth in
exports with almost no real investments of imported capital.'^
1. Hiatun, op. cit«, G» Chailand, The peasants on North Vietnam,
Harmondsworth, Peiyuin Books, 1969*
2. Amin, op. c i t . t p . 43*
3. Sto, for example, S i r Hugh Cl i f ford 's assessment, given in R.L. Buell,
The native problem in Afriai. New York, Macmillan, 192&i V »I | n.766-77
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Thia form ia the repository of the/devcloped experience of the
indige-nuua population, it corresponds to existing levels of social
and political consciousness and therefore does not retire large
inputs of organisational capacity from the outside. Its low-costs and
stability in the face of adverse circumstances have been proven over
and over ajcain, «.nd the missive expansions in production which it
has created have sustained -ill of t-he development which has taken
place in the regions which h^ ive not had access to mineral resources.
It is the peasants of Africa who carry, the bureaucratic and intellectual
cla-ces on their backs; who provide the surplus to be transformed
into the delights of city life and"-the leisure for intellectual
debate on .the campus. They have received little credit or return
for tl.f.-ir efforta. The burcaucrats^still somehow feel tmit they
must bo able to solve agricultural* problems* better than these
ignorant people, while tlte intellectuals either consider them the
victims qf 'traditiona values (read 'supersitition and barbarism1,
more politely expro^sc-d)
 t or potential or actual capitalists to be
diverted into socialistic institutions before they manage to break
out of their isolation and gain control over power. It therefore
seems to be imperative that we look..more closely &t the develop-
mental potential implicit in this class since I would :irgue that
its neglect has been the major cause for the- continuing stagnation
both in the rural and in other sections of the economy.
Whit, then, -ire the most important issues raised with regard
to the peasant strategy? We are again dealing with a cpiestion where
issues relating to tht choice of technique lead directly to it*sues
of productivity, social stratification and political control, and
it ia essential that we make an att'empt to incorporate all of those
interrelated variables into the W»lysls. We have therefore to
ask ourselves how^  far the family farm cim serve as a LHSG for increased
production and, more especially, productivity; how far the devrlop-
ment of its productive resources will modify the exitting class
structure both inside the- rural sector ^ and between tho rural -und the
urban and overseas centres; *nd how the evolution of a prosperous-
peasantry will influence subsequent political change at the centre.
Each cf these issues must be considered in relation to .my lorg terra
commitment towards the *-.vontual emergence of a socialist social
structure.
With respect to productivity, vt is clear that tht guins in
output, especially in tho export sector, which occurred during the
colonial period resulted from an extension in acreage secured through
rapid population growth and a more intense exploitation of family
labour. Yields have not risen significantly!, with the possible .
ecception of some gains resulting frjm improvements in strains in
thfc crops given social attention ia tho research stations. But
i n n age technology remains the basjs of the vast bulk of farming
operations and th6 main effort on tfee part of the state has gone
into the promotion of largely inappropriate efforts to ' ..:', •• * <•"•" '*l"J'*i**** m a n "
mechanical cultivation in response- to. pressures from th'e^ BXtbseq • :nt .° u r e r s a n
, . , , . •„ _, ,, *\ ^ ., aio. agencies.increase in inequality has been inuiiGnso. Tho problem now. ih.er--i,ore °
is to evolve an appropriate technolcfjr.lor this forni of development:* .
one- which will be functionally related to size of the unit and to , •
the present capacity of both tho fawner .and the supporting ltinc from the
agricultural .ee-rviccn. Given the lev* loyal of the- existing units u ^g
there iy l i t t l e doubt th..t manuivo increases in productivity could
be ensured by a combined strategy involving the evolution of
animal iir.pltmtnts (possibly with the provision of an ox-cultivation
hire* units -'or fanners which c^nuot aftford a unit of their own);
improved farm m.-in-vement including btitter use of fertilizers and
^niiruil manures; the introduction of improved -variotius and more
©specialty tho introduction of crop* which will maximise the economic
return rather than minimise the titruin placed upon the agricultural
\
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extension agent. In this respect the returns on cotton in
Uganda at least have always been very low in relation to the
costs in terrra of land uid labour but no effort his been made *
to eliminate it fron. the crop progrnun.e. The improvements
on the farm must be supported by a mass oriented extension
strategy and, perhaps most important of all, an efficient, low
cost and flexible marketing, jnd processing sector. It hae been.
the rigidity and high cost nature of thiu »eotor, originally thf
result of the monopoly priveleges given to the exp-itri-te
capitalist clasu, which has probably represented the mest
important single obstacle to the developiuuxt of peasant farm ing •**
None of theee recommendations -ire in any way exceptional or 'i
revolutionary; they all feature in the current plans of the
various Dep.irtR.ents of Agriculture. But the real problem is
 (
that too little has been done about them because of the
diversion of resources into the large farm sector and especially*
into the attempt to acquire imported technology- The commit-
ment to the ox rather th-in to tho trictor is to be seen as
preparatory to a subsequent introduction of more advanced tech- .
nology when conditions allow. But this transition, as Amin says:
can only occur when machinery caa be locally produced and
no longer imported froa industrialised countries where •
wages are high.2 / tha evolution of
the cl686 system. It
But if the conditions for a dynamic process of peasant «ns argued earlie.-
development are established, we have also to attcir.pt to estimate that the peasant
the likely effocts upon/economy is qualitatively dii'fere-nV. from
the capitalist because of its*labour tind its only partial *reliance upon family
integration into the market lociuse of its heavey reliance on
subsistence production. This is a proposition of considerable
social and political significance w$ich requires furcher develop*
ment, especially in the li&ht of tha view of ultra-loft
theorists like Prank that the whole ©f the third world economy
•\s equally incorporated into the inttr^ational capitalist ecohoo^^
My own position is that peasant sectop'is in but not of the
capitalist system; it is organically linked to and dependent
upon it but is not its^if characterise by capitalistic Btructurea*
This case has been most persuasively jqgutd hy Ernesto Laclau
where he shows that capitalist production is based upon full scale
and not partial commodity production .yid more especially upon
thn exploitation of w^go labour.4- The capitalist system, therefore,
is based upon the development of this relationship between capitalist
and working classes' within the content of" commodity production
for profit. Peasant production, on the pther had does not produo#.
the relationship between capitalist "uid Wprking classes, it does
not involve a full commitment to oomojoditar production, *ind it
•therefore differs in significant respocts from that system.
And this difference "ip neither abstract nor purely -academic
as anyone who compares a fully developed system of capitalist
agriculture like tftat prevailing in most parts of South Africa,
with th-at prevailing in a peasant. ccenomy like Uganda will immodia-
tcXy discover. The crucial difference, as Marx shows in his
discussion of primitive accumulation, is "that in peasant econonjios
the family labouring unit has not y«t been separated from control
1. Cf. Brett , op. c i t , , Ch.8# ;
2. Amin, op. c i t . , p . 44
3. A.G. Prank, Latin America: ^Ujiderd^vfelopment or revolut ion|
New York, ft,R., 1969-
4 . E. Lacal..iU, "Feudalism and
New Left Review, 67 May-June 1971
in Lat^a America,"
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over tae means of production and that i t is thia process which. •
creates the social -ind economic preconditions for the evolution
of capitalism.* And i t is precisely because this process haa
not gone very far in countries like most of'East Africa that
i t is pren.ature to talk, iibout the evolution of a full—sc.:ile
3ociuliEt strategy. The cl-ies base for thie strategy dor;c- not
exist and will <.»nly corns into existence *G the process of
social differentiatioi. under capitalism gathers momentum. And
it is in the lit.;ht of tbis necessity that the peasant strategy
must be examined and its implications for the future spelled out.
Although thir* line of reasoning follows that of C
with respect to the evolution of the peasant system under the
present conditions of backward technology *nd dependence, I
would probably wish to depart from i t with respect to tre
lik«ly effects of nn effective programme of investment '
into i t . In my view the most likely resultB of such an approach
would be to ltad to the emergence of a email capitalist class
within that sector, and tl*it thio would probably lead to a more
and more developed system of differentiation in the-fixture. I t
is already clear that thes rich pea3ijit in. East Africa relies
heavily upon hired labour; i t is also clear that more and more
areas will come to produce individuals who will have to. emigrate
in order to work because of a lack of land, Thie is likely
to happen even without a growth in the l^rgur purely capitalist
farm sector; if that sector is encouraged UB is now the case* in
Kenya and Uganda this process will be massively, speeded up* Now
it in possible thit inheritance systems will slow down thib
process of building up a heriditary large farming class since
large units will be broken up and parceled out to lirffe numbers
of heirs unloss primogeniture applies which does not seem to.be
cjinRionly the case. Alternatively the state could iccervene to
limit land accumulation to the level required by tbe single, family
unit (though of course this con vary enormously in size and over
time whore poligamy is common) and attempt to stop the hire of
labour altogether. I t seems likely that there will be a
cyclicAI tend^nc;/ wich respect to tho accumulation of land given
present inheritance patterns and. l-xngc family units. On the
other hand the advantages "accruing to the larger operator,
especially where he his access to outside finance as is bound
to happen in many cases, are such that the differentials are almost
bound to grow and to be passed on from one generation to.-fcUe -next.
Although rn.-jiy large landlord familioe did disintegrate in China,
this did not preclude the maintenance of the 1 irgt farmer and
their dominance in thu local sociqrty. Limits imposed upon
individual londholdings are difficult to apply, especially given
the political power of the large landowning class at the local
level. Attempts to uiforcc such regulations in India have
conctantly been undermined by tht Co$feined efforts of landowners
and local bureaucrats in this regard* And in the East African
sit IT tt ion in atttifi.pt of this kind would recniire in the first-
instinct the expropriation of existing large holdings under
customary tenure, and would also in all probability reduoe the:
productivity of nome of the most tffv&ent units in the system
at present. Thia would also bo oxtremaly difficult to accomplish
politically and v-ould massively reduce incentives and the surplus
iv^ilablo for reinvestment. Although this system would do away
with the subsidy at present givujfi to tile inefficient gentleman/
bureaucrat farmer, i t would not preclude tho emergence of something
akin to Mio's rich peasant class with a. surplus of land and money
and therefore tho noud and ability to exploit labour. Every effort
should bu made, as Amin says in the pasfige already mentioned,
to ensure th-.it tht development occurs as mjuitably as possible by
I . K. Marx, Capital , vo l . I , Londoji^  Alleif &, Unwin, 1946; also
U. Luxemburg, The accumulation o f f a p i t a l . London, Routledge and
K - i n Paul, 1963, esp. section thr*q« /«,
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evolving a framework of regulations and if srcial and mechanical
technology which will be available to the largest possible
percentage of the rural population. This would include :a land
system which would not encourage large appropriations at the
expense of future expansion potentialities for expanding populations;
an extension service devoted to the needs of the average and not
the l^rge farmer; cooperative inetitutions to provide marketing
and credit facilities ( i t being especially important to avoid
the emergence of a parasitic money—lending class nf the Asian
type); and more efficient implements and seeds of the kind
discussed in the previous paragraph. Tne aggressive promotion
of this line would coincide with the interest of the bulk of the
existing small farmers who s t i l l n.ake up the majority of the
population and would require no major restructuring of society
involving the importation of imported technology. Where possible
it could be carried out cooperatively,
 ag in the case of 3ome
tobacce.development in West Nile in Uganda and possibly somewhat
less successfully in the case of the development of group work
projects (Alea Groups) ir Teso. But there should be no
ideological objection to the subsequent individualisatior. of these
activities whore the internal development of the people involved
appears to lead in this direction. More especially, no attempt
should be made to preclude the use of labour and the* expansion
of the unit where this is not based upon the subsidised access
to t technology, capital and other resources now characteristic
of the c^italistic farming sector. Lenin, whose contribution
to the analysis ^f the rural que&tion seems to be greatly
neglected, clearly recognieed this necessity to build upon the
strong claiming thiit land allocation was;
. . . a matter of dividing the land among a given number
of farmers, of "sorting out" the real farmers who are
capable of "cheiishing" the ljnd (with bcth labour and
capital) frorr. the inefficient farmers who must not be
retained in agriculture — atid to attempt to retain them
in i t would be reactionary.
And he too recognised that the inevitable outcome of a process
of free peasant development was t*:e creation of capitalistic
relation on the land:
Peaoaat farming also evolves in a capitalistic way and
givt-s rise to a rural bourgeoisie and a rural prole-
tar iat . The better the condition of the "village commune"
and the greater t;^ e prosperity .of the peasantry in
general, the moro rapid is t;he procgba of differentiation
among the peasantry into ±he antagonistic classes of
capitalistic agriculture.
But thia process could be related to an organic evolution of
industry based upon the market created by growing peasant
exports to the urban sector both-at home and abroad. Pood aad
the raw materials for agro-industries would be exchanged for
farm inputs and consumer goodfi, thus providing the basis for a
process of development organically-.related "to the needs of the
indigenous society. . . .
This model therefore Appears to meet the requirements of
African society at this stage of i ts development. But as
1, V.I* Lenin, "The cigr-Arx^n programme of Social Democracy,"
collected Works vol . 13, Moscow, Foreign Languages publishing
House, 1962, p . 393-
2. Ib id . , p.24l/2, Emphasis in o r ig ina l .
•1 t / 2 5 .
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sroon as VH: consider it in relation to the actual structure of
political control we find ourselves confronting a number of
contradiction:-, tihich severely limit the possibility of its being
effectively implemented in practice. And the analysis of these
contradictions should holp to identify the likely course of the
next sti^e of the development or underdevelopment in tut region.
The central problem for thoat: who support the
strategy .it this stage ia the lack of a developed political
consciousness and organisation structure among the class itself.
This is in inheritance- from the colonial period when thb class
KdB deliberately kept froacontral decioion-making in carefully
manufactured and, sustained 'traditional' institutions, nod this
tendency h;is bean extended into the present through the maintenance
of 4;1H power of "the dominant bureaucratic structures. The power
of this bureaucracy stems from its inheritance of the control
over the technological gap introduced by colonialism:- it
understands, in however socond—hani a way, the usefulness of
large-scale organisation, and it h-is access to machines and to
weapons. F ced with '.Vic overwhe-lmi.^  superiority of these the
peasant ia s t i l l reduced tn dependency and impotence .despite
*.he fact that i t it; his contribution which is the productive base
for this infrastructure. And given the fact thrt the bureau-
cratic slaus depends oji western technology tc be able to continue
to extract the surpluii, we can see how thoir interests coincide
with those of western (and I would add, in many cases, Soviet)
imperialist penetration* This unholy alliance lcdds in the- rural
Cector to emphasis on capital intensive f.irtniiit.: whether tnis
takes the form of the expansion of the large capitalist sector
already examined, or to the provision ->f high coct state controlled
facilities like tractor hire schemes, state farms, group farms etc.
These cervices t.'ien tnonopalise investment fundfc, generate no
surplus and hence reinforae stagnation and structural undcr-
devclopirient- Unable to conceptualise an alternative strategy,
isolated from each other *nd from the developed centres, the
peasantry has been totally unable to evclve the organisation required
to confront this situation tnd to urest concessions from i t . Marx'R
brilliant und often quoted analys-s «f the conditions of the
French peasantry applies very precisely to thi& case:
in co far as there is merely local interconnection among
thesa smallholding peasants, .ind the identity of th6ir
interests begets no comn.unity, no national bond and no
political organisation among thea, they do not form a
class. They arc consequently incapable of enforcing-
their class interests in their w^n name, whether through
a parliament or tt,r&ugh a convention. They cannct represent
themsolves, they mutt be represented. Their representative
must at the same ti*ie appear as their master, an an authority
over them, as an unlimited governmental power that protects
them ig.'-iinst the other classts and sends them rain and
• sunshine; from abov«» i'he political influence of the small
holding peasants, therefore;/ finds itB final expression in
the executive power sub-ordinating society to itself.
»ic can therefore seo how the dominance- of the bureaucracy is itself
rx functjun of the organisation of the cLuns :ind how this in turn
the-: cor.tr.-.wiiction which arises from the fact that the i-'- •
1. On t;i11. relation botviern technology and poli t ical impendence cf.
J. LicUcrinctt, "Technology: the opiate of the- intellectuals, "N.Y.
Rov. of Bouk3, 31 Jly 1969-
2. Eighteenth Brumairi. of Louis Bonapart, Selected works, vol.1, p.344.
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interests of this bureaucracy do not lead it to provide the
po.iF-v.ntry with Uio resources which it requires for its
productive development.
A further contradiction derives fron. the nature of the
development of class rcl^tion» within tne peasantry when growth
dots occur, We have Been that growth loads to an increase in
differentiation within the psa&.mtry; i t serves, in other words, to
dr.iw th<- ctratum nut of the "peasant econony" into the capitalistic
system proper ind, in so doing, serves to dissolve the links
'which hud previously held th*t community together. Rich
peas-ants btcoiii*.: capitalists, poor peasants become landless labourers.
And this process is inevitably characterised by antagonism since
the rich peasant acquires his wealth by appropriating both the
l*nd and the labour of the group tihich has buen disposbessed.
And this process, too, cannot be dissociated from the ^volution
of xhe Lunge capitalist and capital intensive sector since the
bureaucratic clabs itself ia recruited from the rich peasant
class :md provides them with some services through their control
ov,r technology. Thus thti full evolution of the peasant class
destroys it asj-a clnsa. And because this process is itself
internally contradictory with respect to the interests of
different strata with the class we r.»n see how difficult i t
must be to retain the ideological coherence and organisational
solidarity of i t s leading institutions. I t is in this-; context
that we must place Lukacs1 assertion that the peasantry will never
be able to achieve full class consciousness:
. . . for a full consciousness of their situation would
reveal to them thu hopelessness of their partisulariotic
strivings in the facp of the inevitable courts of events.
Consciousness and self-interest* then are rr.utuully
incompatible in thie instance. •*»
We have therefore reached *a impasse. The most productive agrarian
strategy is blocked by the weakness of the class on which i t
would depend and by the correspondir^ strength of the vested interests
which i t would have to break down, in order to dovolo? i ts full
potentiality.
Progressive change in this area in therefore unlikely
in the short term, but it ie nevartaeleSB essential tnjt wy
make- the attempt to recognise ^11 of th« implications of this
situation so that we can be in a position to take advantages
oi' whatever favourable eventualities do emerge. For Lenin the
agrarian problem could be resolved into the need to promote
the development of c-ipitalism under th$ control of the frt-e
peasante and in opposition to the interests of the feudal
classes. He saw two possible tendencies in agrarian change
in his society, what he called "the Prussian path anu the Anericon
path respectively," The first of these involved the dominanncp
of a "Junker landlord economy, which condemns the peasants t«
de-cades of most harrowing expropriation and. bondage;" the
second the dominance of the-peasant who "becomes the sole agent
>f agriculture, .ind evolves into a capitalist farmer." In
the East African situation we also Bee 1wo similar tendencies
in conflict, the large state subsidised sector and the peasant
1, G. Lukucs, History and class consciousness. London,
Merlin Press, 1971, p.61.
2. Lenin, op. c i t . , p.239,
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-sector, the former likely to play the same reactionary role,
the la t ter capable of producing "tiiu most rapid development of p
productive forces, the. best conditions of labour for the mass »f
thc» population, ind the- r;io:st rapid development of capitalism, with
the conversion of thu free ne^-inte into farmers/1* A*l that cwn
be done at present, given the luck of differentiation :md consciousness
in the peasant class is to point out the contradictionb involved
in the choice; 01 the "Prussian" path. This is hopefully not entirely
without purpose because i t is clear that although the short terra
interests of nee-colonialism ire beet served by the unproductive
introduction of capital intensive technology, the long term interests
of the international economy as -i whole (and including within that
important, sectors of industry outside laist Africa) would be beet
served by the "American" path. Thin fact is already visible tn
the more sophisticated elements in thu metropolis, for example
the .«;roup responsible for- the production of the ILO Report on
Kenya. Ae the bankruptcy of the alternative model becomes incrcas—-
ingly exposed, -nd an the economic base of the bureaucratic class
therefore becomes progressively weakened, i t i s possible that tnu
present tendency could bt modified if not reversed. And »ne might
hope that this could eventually produce the consciousness n^d
organisatiori now missing among the peasantry aid render at least
capable of sune limited flhort run defence of their interests, Small
scale capitalism, after .11, i s not incumpatibifc with international
capitalism, only with sote of i t s rb«re rogreaeivo und monopolistic
On the other hand we have also to com>idfcr the
ns of Lhw full dfevelopmeut of the "Prussian" model.
This, i t soemy to me, v.-ould produce the juxtaposition of a wealthy
and unproductive pl»wl&r clciss with an increasingly impoverished
poor pt*;*e:ant and landless labouring class. Tiie failure to Generate
surplus would confine the matis of tht population on thy 1-ind thus
continously driving down living standards for the masses and
increasing profits for tho minority. This piocess would require
ev8i>-incrc-jisin# repression dndsneo growing investment In unproductive
military expenditure; in other words authoritarianisr of the most
backward Latin American type. Ultimately this polarisation might
be expected to give rise to a revolutionary consciousress of th t
A-i»n type; once this conjunction of forces h.id been established
only a revolutionary t r uriSfnrmation based upon the rural dispossessed
wculd aufi'icc* to destcroy tho vested interests of the rural bourgeoisie
and what Amin culls their !tn&o—colonial money ^
X. . , p.254/5.
2. B-'trringten i'.oore aets out Komt of tho historical conditions
which secured this combination in India and China in Social Origin
• f demo^ rc.c.y ^nd dictatorship. Boston, Beacon Press, 1966,
3. Amin, op» c i t . . p.46.
